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Welcome to the latest edition of the Faculty of Arts & Education’s Bulletin, where too much
research and graduate studies news is barely enough. Compact Funds are Open!!, publications
and funding opportunities galore and loads more…..
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3MT® @ CSU is coming soon – GET READY!
Travel Assistance Grants
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Linkage Infrastructure and Equipment (LIEF) Register
 Funding Opportunities
Australian Collaborative Education Network (ACEN) Research Grants – Information session 4 April
Australian Academy of the Humanities – Applications closing 15 April
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Scientist Travelling Research Award
 Professional Development & Conferences
EduBUILD 2019 (6-7 June, Sydney)
Supervisors - A session for you ...
What are your perspectives and experiences of the research culture at CSU?
 Library Lowdown
 Faculty of Arts & Education Research and Graduate Studies Committee
 And finally…
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HDR NEWS
Welcome new candidates

Welcome to Jacqueline McNamara in the School of Humanities and Social
Sciences. Jacqueline will be commencing in 201930 as an online candidate, and will
be supervised by Wendy Bowles, Karen Bell and Bernadette Moorhead.

Welcome to Linda Kennedy in the School of Humanities and Social Sciences. Linda will be
commencing in 201930 as an online candidate, and will be supervised by Karen Bell and John
Healy.
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Expressions of Interest Now Open: Towards Confirmation @ CSU Workshop (15-17 April)
For candidates who have yet to complete
their confirmation of candidature, the
Towards Confirmation @ CSU Workshop, is
being held in April and is specifically targeted
for those approaching confirmation of
candidature.
The workshop will be facilitated by Professor
Ron Adams, Victoria University on the Albury campus.
Times: Lunchtime on Monday 15 – Lunchtime Wednesday 17 April
Accommodation will be provided on campus. Resource Allowance can be used for travel.
Alternatively for those who do not receive Resource Allowance there will be an opportunity to
apply for a travel contribution of up to $350.
To express interest in this workshop please email Leanne BY Friday 22 March.
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Spatial Data Analysis Network (SPAN) – how can they help you?
The Spatial Data Analysis Network (SPAN) is a research support unit within the Research Office at
Charles Sturt University.
SPAN's primary role is to support research across all faculties and
schools of the university with:
•

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) – mapping and data
visualisation

•

Remote Sensing – multi and hyperspectral, LiDAR and thermal image analysis, satellite imagery

•

Spatial Statistics

•

Survey planning and questionnaire design and implementation

SPAN acts as a digital data repository and supplier, providing access to, and the processing and
interpretation of, large digital data sets. They also offer a vast range of hardware and software
resources.
SPAN can help you:
•

Establish methodology for research projects

•

Find data you need for your research

•

Analyse your data for patterns (spatial and aspatial)

•

Visualise and present data and research results effectively

•

Access, training and use of GIS software

•

Access, training and use of Remote Sensing / Image processing software

•

Access and use R statistical software

•

Access and use MatLab simulation and modelling software

•

Access ‘Ada’ high performance computer

•

Formulate survey methodologies, design questionnaires and implement on line surveys

SPAN also prints conference posters up to 1m wide and metres long (continuous roll) on cotton or silk
fabrics (ideal for overseas travel) or Tyvek at very competitive rates.
How to obtain SPAN assistance for your research –
Phone Gail Fuller on 69332004 (internal 32004) or email gfuller@csu.edu.au to discuss your project and your
requirements.

How to borrow equipment or software –
Use the booking form from the SPAN website http://www.csu.edu.au/research/span/
Go to the Research Computer System page and ‘Access research computer system’ link or phone SPAN on 32165.

HOW MUCH DOES ALL THIS SUPPORT COST?

THE BEST NEWS – IT COSTS YOU $0
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Call for Nomination of HDR Representative - Faculty Research & Graduate Studies
Management Committee
Nominations are invited for the election of one HDR Candidate to the Faculty of Arts & Education
Research & Graduate Studies Management Committee.
The term of office for the elected member will commence from 22 May, 2019, the date of the next
meeting of the Faculty of Arts & Education Research & Graduate Studies Management Committee for
2019. The term of nomination will be for 12 months. The Committee Terms of Reference are attached for
reference. Meetings are held bi-monthly via videoconference/skype and the meeting schedule for the
remainder of 2019 is as follows:
Wednesday 22 May, 2019 @ 2-4pm
Wednesday 17 July, 2019 @ 1-3pm
Tuesday 10 September, 2019 @ 2-4pm
Wednesday 6 November, 2019 @ 2-4pm
Nomination are invited to be addressed to Peter Pocock, Sub-Dean Graduate Studies and should be
directed to the Committee Executive Officers by emailing FOAE-RGS@csu.edu.au
Nominations are to be submitted by Friday 5 April, 2019.
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3MT® @ CSU is coming soon – GET READY!

Do you want your research to change the world? Lead
to a post-doc or an industry job? Be reported in the
news? Or just simply be understood by your family and
friends?
The Asia-Pacific Three Minute Thesis (3MT) competition
is an academic competition that challenges PhD students to describe their research within three
minutes to a general audience. 3MT celebrates the discoveries made by research students and
encourages their skill in communicating the importance of research to the broader community.
The winning candidate will go on to compete in the 2019 Asia-Pacific 3MT Competition held in Brisbane
on Friday 4 October, 2019.
For more information about last year’s event please click here and you can find information about how
to win 3MT here
Further information about how you can participate will be announced in the next couple of weeks!
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o Travel Assistance Grants
The Research Office offers Travel Support for HDR
candidates. The scheme includes two categories of grants:
•

Conference Travel

o The Conference Travel Grant provides financial
assistance to HDR Students to attend an academic
conference and present their work during the course of
their candidature.
•
o

Equity Travel

The Equity Grant is open to those who can demonstrate financial need e.g. geographical
isolation, restricted access to other, funding opportunities. It provides funding for the
following activities:


data collection, including conducting interviews in a field location,



travel to utilise equipment or resources not available at CSU,



access specialist archives, museums, libraries and galleries,



travel for required consultation with supervisor(s).

Visit the Research Office webpage here for scheme Guidelines. Applications will be considered by the
Faculty Sub-Dean Graduate Studies and approved by the Director of Research. There is a limited amount
of funds allocated per year, and therefore, grants will only be awarded if funding is available.
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RESEARCH NEWS

Welcome our new Faculty Research Liaison Officer – Bev Pigott
We are pleased to announce that Beverley Pigott has been appointed as our Faculty Research Liaison
Officer, commencing 18 March 2019.
Some of you may know Bev already, as she is currently Faculty Finance Officer and has been providing
support for the Faculty Liaison requirements while the appointment process was underway.
Bev’s contact email address is Faculty of Arts and EducationRLO@csu.edu.au - please welcome Bev to
the role!
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Faculty Compact Funds are Open!

Compact schemes have helped many FoAE researchers in myriad ways, most importantly to
establish and maintain partnerships, host events and apply successfully for external grants.
Please take the time to review our range of schemes here and consider an application
https://arts-ed.csu.edu.au/research/funding
The following compact funds are now accepting applications:
•

CSU Hosted Research Events, Exhibits and Activities Funding Scheme

•

Grant Development Funding Scheme

•

Leverage Funding for Large Grants/Research Contracts

•

Research Establishment Grant

•

Research Officer/Research Assistant Support Scheme

•

Research Income and Initiatives Funding Scheme

•

Research Skills Development Funding Scheme

•

Visiting Scholar Funding Scheme

Please see presentation FoAE Funding Schemes in 2019 for more information about individual schemes
and please direct any questions to Lena Danaia, Associate Dean, Research or Bev Piggott, Faculty
Research Liaison Officer
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Huge International Achievement!
In case missed the recent CSU Media Release
CSU scholar creates new international social
work journal - Professor Manohar Pawar,
School of Humanities and Social Sciences,
has had a huge international achievement
this week with the first issues of the
International Journal of Community and
Social Development is published online and
you can access the articles by visiting the
following website.

https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/coda/current The hard copy is being printed soon.
Manohar invites you to submit suitable articles/ book reviews and pass on the journal details to your
colleagues.
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Faculty Happenings
Podcast Interview
The Early Childhood Educators' Well-being Project (ECEWP) - researchers Tamara Cumming, Helen
Logan and Sandie Wong (Macquarie Uni) were recently interviewed by Liam McNichalos in a podcast on
The Early Education Show:
"In the first episode of The Early Education Show for 2019, Liam McNicholas chats with Associate
Professor Sandie Wong, Dr Tamara Cumming and Dr Helen Logan about the Early Childhood Educators'
Well-being Project. The Project takes a holistic approach to examine the psychological and physiological
aspects of early childhood educators’ well-being within the context of their work environments."
You can listen to the podcast her thttps://www.earlyeducationshow.com/episodes/episode90
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Some great publications to read…..
Dr. Peta Jeffries, School of Indigenous Australian Studies had the following article published:
Jeffries, P.L. (2018). Locating Settler Colonialism in the Myths of Burke and Wills – Aboriginal and
Islamic people’s involvement in reimagining successful exploration of Inland Australia, in Australian
Journal of Islamic Studies, Vol. 3, No. 3, pp. 4-22.

Dr Suzie Gibson, School of Humanities & Social Sciences, had a
recent ‘community-engagement’ publication that came out in
Performing ArtsHub last Friday. It's a review of the extraordincary
play Mighty that was performed here in Bathurst at the Bathurst
Entertainment Memorial Centre. Here it is:
https://performing.artshub.com.au/news-article/reviews/performingarts/suzie-gibson/review-mighty-bathurst-memorial-entertainmentcentre-257435
Dr. Holly Randell-Moon, School of Indigenous Australian Studies has co-edited a special issue of the
journal Continuum: Journal of Media & Cultural Studies entitled, 'Cultures of Capitalism' special issue of
Continuum. This issue contains contributions from the 2017 Cultural Studies Association of Australasia
conference of the same name, held in Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand and hosted by the School of
English and Media Studies, Massey University. Topics include: Utu and capitalism, colonisation and
Māori approaches to the environment, Black Lives Matter, Instagram and identity, sensory devices and
surveillance, Apple’s circular economy, Patanjali and the Indian economy, and the Greek economic
crisis. The table of contents can be sourced here
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ccon20/32/6?nav=tocList
And here are some others recent publications for Holly:
Randell-Moon, H. (2019). Digital Cartography Enterprise: Neoliberalism, Governmentality and Digital
Infrastructure. Westminster Papers in Communication and Culture, 13(2).
https://www.westminsterpapers.org/articles/10.16997/wpcc.293/
Randell-Moon, H. (2019). The Gigatown Competition in New Zealand: competition as digital
infrastructure allocation? Media International Australia, 168(1), 48-61.
https://doi.org/10.1177/1329878X18783772
Tulloch, R., & Randell-Moon, H. The politics of gamification: Education, neoliberalism and the
knowledge economy. Review of Education, Pedagogy, and Cultural Studies, 40(3), 204-226.
https://doi.org/10.1080/10714413.2018.1472484

The Australian Social Work journal has published a new article by Dr Bernadette
Moorhead, School of Humanities & Social Sciences titled Transition and Adjustment to
Professional Identity as a Newly Qualified Social Worker.
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Linkage Infrastructure and Equipment (LIEF) Register
The LIEF Register summarises the infrastructure, equipment and facilities which have been funded
under the LIEF scheme. The register will aid researchers interested in requesting funding under the LIEF
scheme to prevent duplicative applications by identifying any already existing infrastructure, and will
facilitate the coordination of access to equipment through direct contact with the relevant
organisation.
Researchers who are interested in applying for funding under the LIEF scheme for new infrastructure
should first refer to the LIEF Register to ascertain whether the infrastructure is warranted, either due
to non-existence or non-availability.

Researchers interested in obtaining access to specific existing infrastructure should contact the
relevant organisation directly.
LIEF – Linkage Infrastructure and Equipment Fund – comes in under the ARC and essentially funds
•

infrastructure, equipment and facility purchases, construction and installation

•

salaries directly associated with creating and installing infrastructure, equipment or facilities

•

consortium membership costs, in the case of Australia's participation in the use of significant
international-scale or national research facilities

•

specialised computing/data facilities and software

•

compilations, catalogues, clearing houses or bibliographies.

On this page https://www.arc.gov.au/grants/linkage-program/linkage-infrastructure-equipment-andfacilities you can find further information in relation to LIEF.
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Funding Opportunities
Australian Collaborative Education Network (ACEN) Research Grants – Information session 4 April
As announced in last week’s bulletin, ACEN is offering funding for three Work Integrated Learning (WIL)
research grants up to $10,000 each.
Applications are invited on topics related to one of the following themes identified through
National WIL Strategy and the 2018 ACEN National Research Symposium.
•

Innovative and scalable WIL models

•

WIL and global mobility

•

Leadership in WIL

•

Digital technology enabling WIL

•

Building learner agency and professional identity through WIL

•

WIL practices supporting diverse learners

Application details
ACEN is excited to announce additional support for emerging WIL researchers. One of these initiatives
is the provision of two new research grants of $5,000 for Early Career Researchers (ECRs) from this
year.
Details of new ECR Grants
An information session on the research grants will be held via Zoom 12.00-1.00pm on Thursday 4 April,
2019 AEDT. We'll send you details just prior.
Register for the information session
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Australian Academy of the Humanities – Applications closing 15 April
Applications close 5:00pm AEST Monday 15 April 2019

The Australian Academy of the Humanities grants and awards schemes are a vital part of their ongoing
commitment to fostering and promoting the highest quality humanities research and supporting the
next generation of arts, culture and humanities scholars and practitioners.
This year, in celebrating our 50th anniversary, they will be offering the following:
Humanities Travelling Fellowships including the David Philips Travelling Fellowship
Publication Subsidy Scheme
McCredie Musicological Award
Crawford Medal for excellence by an Early Career Researcher
All details, including the link for submitting online applications, are available on their website.
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Scientist Travelling Research Award
Offered by Australian Academy of Science, AU, this supports the growth of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander scientists’ research networks through visits to relevant international centres of research in the
field of natural sciences. The award recognises research in the natural sciences, allowing
interdisciplinary and sociocultural research that could straddle the social sciences and humanities, by
outstanding Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander PhD students and early- and mid-career scientists. It
aims to support the expansion and growth of their research networks and international knowledge
exchange through visits to relevant international centres of research. Two annual awards of $5500 are
planned, with additional support provided to attend the Academy's Annual Science at the Shine Dome
event. Applications close 1 June.
For more information or to apply visit https://www.science.org.au/opportunities/travel/travellingfellowships/aboriginal-torres-strait-islander-scientist-travelling-research-award
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Professional Development & Conferences
EduBUILD 2019 (6-7 June, Sydney)
6-7 June, International Convention Centre, Sydney
To register or for more information visit http://www.edubuild.net.au/Register.stm
EduBUILD is Australia’s largest conference and exhibition about the development, design, build,
renovation, maintenance and management of the physical learning environment i.e. school buildings,
training facilities, university buildings and educational campuses.
This two day forum is co-located with Australasia’s largest annual education meet-up - EduTECH and
features three senior-level congress, combined peer-to-peer round tables, 1-to-1 buyer meetings and a
large exhibition….perfect for gathering information about the latest education building projects,
discussing new tenders and design competitions, forging partnerships and doing business.
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Supervisors - A session for you ...

Do your students ever feel stressed or anxious, do they ever seem lost, are you ever concerned for their
well-being?
Dr Shaunagh Foy is one of CSU's student Counsellors and is presenting a lunch-time session for
Supervisors tomorrow. This session will help guide you in having supportive conversations, as well as
setting boundaries, how to respond to stressed or anxious students, and making appropriate
referrals. We explore a variety of situations and welcome questions.
Check the PD calendar to register - Tuesday 12th March. 1230-1.30pm.
https://research.csu.edu.au/research-support/professional-development/calendar
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What are your perspectives and experiences of the research culture at CSU?
You are invited to participate in an online survey about your perspectives and experiences of the
research culture at CSU. We are particularly interested in your viewpoints on how CSU promotes and
supports a culture of integrity and responsible conduct in research. Your responses will inform a
broader project aimed at ensuring that CSU promotes and values integrity in all aspects of research.
This project is being conducted by A/Prof Gayle Smythe and A/Prof Jason White in the CSU Research
Office. Participation in the survey is open to all CSU staff, is completely voluntary, and should take
about 15-20 minutes to complete. The survey will be open until 5.00pm on Friday 15th March 2019. The
responses you provide will be completely anonymous. Your completion of the survey will imply your
consent for your responses to be used in the project. The survey has been approved by the CSU Human
Research Ethics Committee (approval #19013). If you would like to participate in the survey, please read
the Participant Information Sheet on the opening page of the survey, and contact the researchers if you
have any questions.
Link to the survey - https://www.research.net/r/ResearchIntegrityCSU
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Faculty of Arts and Education Research and Graduate Studies Committee
The next meeting of the Faculty of Arts & Education Research and Graduate Studies Committee will be
held on Wednesday 27 March, with the agenda closing on 13 March. School Research Chairs should send
the minutes of their school’s research committee to Leanne Phillips by 13 March. Agenda and papers
will be distributed by 20 March.
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And finally…xxx
The Best and Worst Data Visualisations of 2018
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Have a great weekend!

A/Professor Lena Danaia
Associate Dean (Research)
ldanaia@csu.edu.au

A/Professor Peter Pocock
Sub-Dean Graduate Studies
ppocock@csu.edu.au

Web: arts-ed.csu.edu.au/research | arts-ed.csu.edu.au/graduate

Faculty Research Liaison Officer
FoAE-RLO@csu.edu.au

Twitter: @CSUArts_Edu

Leanne Phillips
Faculty Graduate Studies Liaison
Officer
FOAE-GSLO@csu.edu.au

